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Bruno LERAY
Painting - France

Born in 1964 in France near Nantes, Bruno Leray has trained himself by
immersing in the history of the arts and by participating in workshops with
established artists.
Painter of the body and the human figure, he combines his knowledge of art
history and his attraction for the ancient masters with a contemporary
approach to portraiture and this impossibility to grasp human nature.
Her paintings are constructed using an acrylic glaze technique, illuminating
the painting with an interior light.
He mainly exhibited in France. This exhibition is her first presence in Scandinavia.
http://www.brunoleray.fr/

Carl Martin HANSEN
Sculpture - Norway

Carl Martin Hansen works with two- and three-dimensional expressions in
drawing, painting and sculpture. Carl Martin Hansen graduated from West
Norway Academy of Art in Bergen in 1994.
He was born in 1956 in Odense, Denmark and has lived and worked in Bergen
since 1990. Hansen has exhibited widely in Norway and abroad and has been
commissioned by Bergen Kunstmuseum (KODE), Sogn og Fjordane Kunstmuseum, Drammen Museum and Teckningmuseet, Laholm, Sweden.
In 2010 he was one of the artists in the ground breaking exhibition BGO1 at
KODE and in 2012 at the State Art Exhibition in Oslo.
https://www.cs55.no/cmh/

Philipp von HASE
Design - Norway

Born in 1980, Philipp von Hase is a master furniture designer and maker based
in Bergen, Norway.
He is an apprenticed craftsman from Germany. During his time as a journey
man he has manufactured classic danish design furniture in Denmark.
Nowadays he produces his own designs at Nordnes in Bergen.
His works often result in a design discussion between the conceptual, physical
and psychological form.
Over the past decade he has been focusing on wood oriented sculptural and
multifunctional small scale furniture production. Philipps works have been
exhibited in galleries, museums and fairs in London, Seoul, Milan, Stockholm,
Oslo, Paris, Berlin and Tel Aviv.
https://philippvonhase.com/
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